Thomson Reuters Launches Elektron Managed Services in Australia in Co-Location
with ASX
Thomson Reuters Elektron managed services to provide cost- effective, low-latency access to financial
markets data to support programmatic trading strategies in Australia
SYDNEY, 27 May 2013 – Thomson Reuters today announced the launch of its Elektron managed
services in Australia in co-location with the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX). The move further
extends Thomson Reuters Elektron managed services network in Asia following launches in Hong
Kong, Tokyo, Singapore, Taipei and Mumbai. Thomson Reuters will deploy Elektron Managed Services
within the co-location facility at ASX’s state-of-the-art data centre in Sydney, providing local and
international financial institutions with high-speed and cost-effective connectivity to financial markets
data to support programmatic trading strategies in Australia.
“ASX welcomes Thomson Reuters into the expanding financial community in the Australia Liquidity
Centre (ALC),” said David Raper, ASX General Manager Trade Execution and Information Services.
“Thomson Reuters Elektron will greatly extend the range of services and business opportunities
available to the ALC community, particularly in terms of providing low-latency solutions to customers.”
The launch of Thomson Reuters Elektron Managed Services in Australia responds to the need for
increasingly sophisticated trading strategies and risk management solutions in local as well as
international markets. It will enable firms to access both low-latency market content in addition to global,
cross-asset, real-time data, news and reference data as well as a fully managed version of Thomson
Reuters Enterprise Platform. Elektron Managed Services gives clients the ability to rapidly scale their
businesses and access a broad universe of data and services while lowering the typical costs of
deploying and managing equivalent solutions in-house.
“Speed, cost and agility continue to be key drivers for the Asia Pacific trading community in its quest to
secure revenue and generate new income,” said Mike Powell, managing director, Elektron Managed
Services, Thomson Reuters. “The launch of Elektron Managed Services in Australia is a continuation of
our strategy to set new performance benchmarks for market connectivity and to support our customers’
growth strategies throughout the region. We are therefore delighted to be working with the ASX to help
the financial community meet performance criteria and remove the cost and complexity of managing
market data and application infrastructure. The launch of this service is another milestone in the
expansion of our global Elektron network and a natural evolution of our business in the Asia Pacific
region.”
Thomson Reuters Elektron is a high performance, cross-asset data and trading infrastructure that
connects financial institutions and trading venues across the world. Thomson Reuters Elektron provides
real-time and historical data from more than 400 markets, including exchanges, alternative trading
venues and OTC markets, to trading and investment applications, systematic and algorithmic trading
engines and desktops such as Thomson Reuters Eikon. With co-location and proximity hosting sites in

financial centres globally, Elektron provides low-latency market access and a full range of managed
services, including those for key proprietary and third-party data and trading applications.

Thomson Reuters
Thomson Reuters is the world's leading source of intelligent information for businesses and professionals. We
combine industry expertise with innovative technology to deliver critical information to leading decision makers in
the financial and risk, legal, tax and accounting, intellectual property and science and media markets, powered by
the world's most trusted news organization. With headquarters in New York and major operations in London and
Eagan, Minnesota, Thomson Reuters employs approximately 60,000 people and operates in over 100 countries.
Thomson Reuters shares are listed on the Toronto and New York Stock Exchanges. For more information, go to
http://thomsonreuters.com.
ASX
ASX Group (ASX) is one of the world’s leading exchange groups, ranked among the top 10 by market
capitalisation.

We operate a fully integrated exchange across multiple asset classes – equities, fixed income and derivatives.

We service a wide range of retail, institutional and corporate customers, directly and through intermediaries.

We offer a broad range of services that allow our customers to invest, trade and manage risk. This includes
listings, trading, post-trade services, and technical and information services.

We operate infrastructure that supports the systemic stability of Australia’s financial markets and which is
critical for the efficient functioning of the nation’s economy, economic growth and position in the Asia Pacific
region.
More information about ASX can be found at: www.asxgroup.com.au
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